
Sarah and Dawson's 
excellent adventures   



The White House  



President of the United 
States lives and works in the 
White House. The president 
is the head of the executive 

branch.



Cape Cod



Cape cod is a Peninsula that juts out into the 
Atlantic Ocean in the easternmost part of the 
state of Massachusetts, in the northeastern 

United States.



Washington monument 



Washington monument and the 
Jefferson memorial are both 

located in the Washington D.C. 
Washington D.C. Is more than 

a home to government.



Niagara Falls 



Niagara Falls is located in the 
Niagara River. Niagara Falls is 

the group name for three 
waterfalls that are in the 

border between Canada and 
the United States.    



Quoddy Lighthouse  



The Quoddy Lighthouse is in 
Lubec Maine. It's the closest 
place to Europe in the us. It 

was made in 1808. The 
Quoddy Lighthouse is the 
height of 49 feet and 15m 

tall.



The reason why I want to go to these places 
because I've never been to those places 
before and I would like to see what they 

look like. I want to go to the White House 
because I want to go for a tour. I want to go 
to cape cod because I want to go swimming 

there. I want to go to the Washington 
monument because it's very popular and I 
would like to see it. I want to go to Niagra 
falls because I want to see all the different 
colors on it. I want to go to the lighthouse 

because I've always wanted to be in it.



Hershey Pennsylvania 



The Hershey factory used to be know as Derry 
church. In 1897 the homestead farm the original 
home of the Hershey family was purchased by 

Milton S.  



Empire State Building 



The Empire State Building is a 102-story 
skyscraper located in Manhattan. The height of 
the Empire State Building is 1,250 inches ans 

381m tall. 



Mount Washington 



Mount Washington is the highest peak in the 
northeastern United States at 6,288 ft. When the 

first person went on the top of mount 
Washington was in 1642.   



Crayola factory 



The first crayons factory was 
in Easton Pennsylvania. The 

100 billionth crayons as 
made in 1996. The favorite 

crayon of most people in the 
unites states is blue.  



Philadelphia 



Philadelphia is the largest city in Pennsylvania 
and its only the fifth most populous city in the 
United States. The weather there is 41'F and 

wind 0 mph. 



I want to go to Hershey factory because so I 
can find out why Hershey's are so good. I want 
to go to Empire state building because I want 
to see it in person and see tiny people. I want 
to see mount Washington because so I can be 
like king of the world. I want to go to crayon a 

factory because I wNt to see all the melted 
crayons. I want to see Philadelphia because 

the whether there is good.   



THE END!


